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Upwelling across the tropical Pacific Ocean is projected to weaken in accordance 24 
with a reduction of the atmospheric overturning circulation1, enhancing the sea surface 25 
temperature (SST) increase relative to other regions in response to greenhouse forcing. In 26 
the central Pacific, home to one of the largest Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) and fishery 27 
regions in the global tropics, SSTs are projected to increase by 2.8°C by the end of this 28 
century2–4. Of critical concern is that MPAs may not provide refuge from the anticipated 29 
rate of large–scale warming, which could exceed the evolutionary capacity of coral and 30 
their symbionts to adapt5. Combining high–resolution satellite measurements6,7, an 31 
ensemble of global climate models4, and an eddy–resolving regional ocean circulation 32 
model8, we show that warming and productivity decline around select Pacific islands will 33 
be mitigated by enhanced upwelling associated with a strengthening of the equatorial 34 
undercurrent (EUC). Enhanced topographic upwelling will act as a negative feedback, 35 
locally mitigating the surface warming. At the Gilbert Islands, the rate of warming will be 36 
reduced by 0.7 ± 0.3°C or 25 ± 9% per century, or an overall cooling effect comparable to 37 
the local anomaly for a typical El Niño by the end of this century. Since the EUC is 38 
dynamically constrained to the equator, only a handful of coral reefs stand to benefit from 39 
this equatorial island effect. Nevertheless, those that do face a lower rate of warming, 40 
conferring a significant advantage over neighboring reef systems. If realized, these 41 
predictions help to identify potential refuges for coral reef communities from anticipated 42 
climate changes of the 21st century. 43 44 
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State–of–the–art global climate models predict a weakening of the atmospheric 45 
overturning circulation in response to rising levels of atmospheric CO2

9. In the tropical Pacific, 46 
where the atmosphere and ocean are tightly coupled, a weakening of the trade winds would result 47 
in reduced equatorial upwelling and therefore a decline in primary productivity as well as 48 
additional warming superimposed on the global mean trend. Both regional changes threaten 49 
marine ecosystems. For example, a vast area encompassing one of the world’s largest MPAs (the 50 
Phoenix Islands Marine Protected Area, PIPA) is projected to warm by up to 2.8°C by the end of 51 
this century, a rate of ~0.3°C per decade2. This rate of warming cannot be mitigated through 52 
local conservation efforts and could be beyond the capacity of most reef–building corals and 53 
their algal symbionts to adapt5. The west–central Pacific Ocean is also home to the most 54 
productive fishery region in the global tropics10. Biomass distribution of tuna, which comprise 55 
roughly 24% of the total catch in this region10, are tightly coupled to changes in primary 56 
productivity11,12. Clearly, these model predictions, if realized, could have dire and irreversible 57 
consequences for marine life across the tropical Pacific. 58 
 In most cases, however, global climate models do not simulate the interaction of islands 59 
and atolls with the mean ocean circulation and therefore do not consider their impact on SST and 60 
biomass distribution13–18. This effect is documented in Fig. 1, which shows the mean annual 61 
surface chlorophyll–a concentration (chl hereafter), a proxy for near–surface phytoplankton 62 
biomass, for the tropical Pacific as observed by the NASA SeaWiFS satellite7. Along the 63 
equator, chl gradually increases from ~0.1 mg m–3 in the western Pacific to ~0.3 mg m–3 in the 64 
east, punctuated by the Galápagos Islands, where chl locally exceeds 3 mg m–3 (Fig. 1b). The 65 
narrow band of high chl along the equator is associated with equatorial upwelling driven by the 66 
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easterly trade winds, while the gradual eastward increase in chl mirrors the eastward shoaling of 67 
the thermocline and nutricline. 68 
 Despite the deeper thermocline and hence lower background chl in the west–central 69 
Pacific, a conspicuous enhancement is apparent west of the Gilbert Islands (~174°E), a group of 70 
16 coral atolls forming a line across the equator. Along this transect (3.4°N–2.6°S), eight islands, 71 
each exceeding 18 km in length from north to south (twice the resolution of the satellite data) 72 
generate an enhancement of chl emanating westward from their shores. By linearly interpolating 73 
the chl profile in Fig. 1b between a point immediately east of the Gilberts and the point at which 74 
the trade winds reach zero strength (Fig. 1c), it is estimated that the average chl between 2°S–75 
2°N is enhanced by the Gilberts by a maximum of 13% and is detectable up to 1,000 km west of 76 
their location. 77 
 Although the chl enhancement west of the Gilberts is smaller in magnitude than that of 78 
the Galápagos (estimated >200% by the same method, Fig. 1b), the mechanism is similar. The 79 
eastward–flowing waters of the EUC, which is dynamically constrained to within ±2° latitude of 80 
the equator, are forced to the surface by any island or atoll standing in its path, resulting in a 81 
vigorous supply of cold, nutrient–rich water to the euphotic zone. More importantly, it occurs at 82 
the western terminus of the equatorial high–productivity band and therefore in a region that 83 
would have very low background chl in the absence of the Gilberts. Due to the fortuitous 84 
intersection of the Gilberts chain with the equator, productivity is enhanced in the heart of one of 85 
the world’s most important fisheries. 86 
 Nevertheless, global climate models and low–resolution data sets fail to distinguish the 87 
Gilberts from the generally warm, oligotrophic western Pacific. Conversely, mean annual SST 88 
from high–resolution (4 km) satellite measurements6 (Fig. 2a) reveal a cross–island SST 89 
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difference (δT) owing to a patch of relatively cold water extending ~100 km westward of most of 90 
the Gilbert Islands. That the cold patches occur west of the islands and are more pronounced for 91 
islands closer to the equator is a clear fingerprint of topographic upwelling of the EUC. At the 92 
longitude of the Gilberts (174°E), the eastward velocity of the EUC is maximum on the equator 93 
(~57 cm s–1) and tapers to one third of that velocity by 2° poleward19,20. The northernmost island 94 
(Butaritari, 3.16N°) therefore produces no cold patch, while a smaller island close to the equator 95 
(Maiana, 0.94°N) produces a very pronounced one. Since the mean surface current (the South 96 
Equatorial Current [SEC]) is westward, the patch of cold, high productivity water is advected 97 
westward away from the islands. These interactions, which clearly shape the marine environment 98 
surrounding equatorial islands and atolls, are only crudely detectable in a data set with ~28 km 99 
resolution21 (Fig. 2b), and entirely undetectable in a data set with coarser resolution22 and a 100 
global model with grid cells too large to permit islands such as the Gilberts23 (Fig. 2c–d). 101 
 Although global models simulate large–scale changes in SST and ocean currents, they do 102 
not presently resolve small topographic features like the Gilbert Islands, and their tropics–wide 103 
SST predictions2–4 may not apply at the local ecosystem level where interactions between islands 104 
and ocean circulation are important in shaping the marine environment. Rather, SST projections 105 
at the relevant spatial scale require additional information that must be gleaned from high–106 
resolution modeling and satellite observations. To predict the change in SST west of an 107 
equatorial island (ΔTW) where the strength of the EUC influences local SST through topographic 108 
upwelling, the mean cross–island SST difference (δT), the sensitivity of δT to the strength of the 109 
EUC (m), the predicted change in the strength of the EUC (ΔU), and the predicted change in SST 110 
east of the island (ΔTE) must be known: 111 

ΔTW  =  ΔTE  –  m  ΔU  δT 112 
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 ΔTE and ΔU are ascertained from 18 global climate models that simulated future 113 
emissions scenarios4. Under the A2 emissions scenario, ΔTE is projected to rise steadily, reaching 114 
~2.8°C by the 2090s (Fig. 3a). In the same simulations, the surface current (i.e., the SEC) 115 
weakens and the EUC strengthens (Fig. 3b–c). Comparing the last decade of the 21st century in 116 
the A2 simulation with the 1990s decade of the 20th century simulation, and considering those 117 
nine models whose EUC best replicates observations24, the median projection for the SEC (EUC) 118 
is a 15.2% weakening (14.4% strengthening). The weakening of the SEC is consistent with the 119 
weakening of the Walker circulation and easterly trade winds1,9, and hence projections of 120 
enhanced warming in the central tropical Pacific relative to other regions2,3. The dynamics 121 
driving a stronger EUC despite weaker trade winds and SEC is the same as those governing the 122 
regular annual cycle in the tropical Pacific, which is well documented25. 123 
 Given the lack of sufficient spatial resolution in global models to resolve small islands 124 
and the present inadequacy of satellite or in situ time series to assess δT and ΔU covariability, 125 
estimating the slope parameter m requires a separate numerical simulation of the tropical Pacific 126 
Ocean with high–enough resolution to adequately represent the Gilbert Islands and their 127 
interaction with equatorial circulation (see Methods). The mean and annual cycle of the EUC is 128 
well represented in this eddy–resolving simulation, which leads a statistically robust annual cycle 129 
in the simulated δT (Fig. 4). Based on this simulation, we estimate the slope parameter m to be 130 
6.0. δT is estimated from high–resolution satellite observations6 (here we use 0.8°C).  131 
 In our high–resolution simulation, topographic upwelling velocity is an exponential 132 
function of the EUC (r2=0.84); this model predicts a 50.1% increase in topographic upwelling 133 
velocity given a 14.4% increase in EUC strength. The implication for islands like the Gilberts is 134 
that a negative feedback driven by the increased topographic upwelling of EUC water will 135 
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become stronger and at least partially offset the tendency for rising SSTs caused by the enhanced 136 
atmospheric greenhouse effect and reduced equatorial upwelling (Fig. 5). For the projected 137 
changes in SST and the EUC under the A2 emissions scenario, the warming west of the Gilberts 138 
will be indistinguishable from the regional warming or warming east of the islands due to the 139 
lack of change in the EUC until ~2030. After 2030, the warming west of the Gilberts will be 140 
reduced by a steadily widening margin that exceeds 0.5°C by late 21st century. Given the 141 
significant influence of natural climate variability in the central equatorial Pacific Ocean on 142 
subseasonal, interannual (i.e., ENSO), and decadal time scales, we compare the projected cooling 143 
effect with the range of natural SST variability at those frequencies (Fig. 5, green/yellow error 144 
bars). Indeed, the mitigating influence of enhanced upwelling will surpass natural variability due 145 
to ENSO as a first order influence by the end of this century. More than 20% of the warming 146 
projected for this location in the absence of the island–EUC interaction (or the warming east of 147 
the island) will be mitigated by this effect, remaining steady after mid–century even as regional 148 
SSTs continue to rise. In addition, the cross–island SST difference (δT) will increase at a rate of 149 
0.7 ± 0.3°C per century (uncertainty bounds correspond to ± 2 standard errors of the multi–150 
model mean projected change in EUC strength), a trend that is within error of the observed trend 151 
in δT between 1982–201021, which we estimate to be 0.43°C per century by differencing trends 152 
in the two boxes shown in Fig. 2b. 153 
 One obvious benefit for the coral reefs of the equatorial Gilbert Islands will be a reduced 154 
rate of warming relative to that expected from coarse resolution model projections. This effect 155 
should be strongest on the western sides of the Gilberts where the topographic upwelling occurs. 156 
Moreover, we can expect the climate–model projected changes in vertical stratification26 to 157 
increase the efficiency of this upwelling to cool the mixed layer. Relatively short–term extreme 158 
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warming events (El Niño), during which widespread coral bleaching has been observed27, will 159 
still occur but superimposed on a cooler mean state than that which would exist without this 160 
equatorial island effect. In terms of the regional–scale distribution of phytoplankton biomass, the 161 
strengthening EUC combined with the weakening SEC should result in increased chl locally, 162 
even if weaker background upwelling associated with the trade winds dominates the response of 163 
the basin–wide tongue of high productivity. 164 

A few other tropical islands and coral atolls stand to benefit from this equatorial island 165 
effect. By virtue of being directly on the path of the EUC, the Galápagos Archipelago may too be 166 
spared some of the ecological effects of reduced upwelling projected for the tropical Pacific. 167 
Other coral reef systems within the cool stream of the EUC include Jarvis Island (U.S., Central 168 
Line Islands), Howland and Baker Islands (U.S.), Banaba Island (Republic of Kiribati), and 169 
Nauru Island. Although smaller than the Gilberts, many of these islands are situated further to 170 
the east where the thermocline is shallower, the EUC stronger, and therefore the mean cross–171 
island SST contrast and potential natural mitigation greater. If the climate model projection of a 172 
weaker Walker circulation and associated wind–driven equatorial upwelling is realized, these 173 
equatorial islands could become refuges for marine productivity and coral reefs in an otherwise 174 
desolate tropical seascape. 175 176 
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Methods 177 
To estimate the slope parameter m, we ran a high–resolution numerical ocean model 178 

simulation based on the widely–used Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS)8, distributed 179 
along with the pre/post–processing MATLAB toolbox28 by the French group L'Institut de 180 
recherche pour le développement (IRD). Designed specifically for high–resolution simulations of 181 
regional domains, ROMS is a free–surface, terrain–following coordinate ocean model that solves 182 
the primitive equations in an Earth–centered, rotating frame of reference. The domain of our 183 
simulation included the full width of the tropical Pacific Ocean from 130°E–70°W, from 20°S–184 
20°N, with 32 vertical levels. For simplicity, open boundaries were used along the western, 185 
southern, and northern boundaries of the domain, and a realistic representation of the American 186 
continental coastline closed off the eastern boundary. The horizontal resolution in our simulation 187 
was a uniform 1/14° latitude by longitude, or 7.8 km2. The total size of our domain was thus 188 
2,239 x 571 x 32, or ~41 million grid points. Parallel processing was implemented through the 189 
MPI protocol on a distributed–memory linux cluster. Our domain was partitioned into 28 x 9 190 
tiles, which were integrated simultaneously on 21 nodes (252 cores). A total span of 15 years (5 191 
years spin–up, 10 years for analysis) was simulated with a 20–minute model time step, saving 192 
monthly average output fields. The 15–year simulation took roughly 3.3 days to complete. 193 

To represent a typical Gilbert island, a 5 x 5 (39 km2) island was placed on the equator 194 
centered on 174°E. Our simulation did not use heat flux correction, which is a scheme that 195 
adjusts heat fluxes so as to relax the model SST field toward observed values. The ocean model 196 
simulates a mean annual cross–island SST difference δT of about 0.14°C and a seasonal 197 
maximum δT of 0.49°C. This simulated δT is of the same order of magnitude as that estimated 198 
from high–resolution satellite observations but with a low bias. Estimation of the parameter m 199 
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was achieved by isolating the annual signal of the simulated EUC just west of the island and that 200 
of the simulated δT and computing the ratio of their amplitudes. 201 202 
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Figure Legends 314 
Figure 1: Chlorophyll across the equatorial Pacific. (A) Mean annual surface chl–a 315 
concentration (mg m–3) in the equatorial Pacific Ocean7 (note that the latitude dimension is 316 
stretched relative to longitude). (B) Profile of (A) averaged between 2°S–2°N. (C) Profile of 317 
mean annual easterly wind stress (10–2 Pa) along the equator29. Chl–a data in (B) within the 318 
longitudinal range of the Gilbert Islands are omitted. The thin black line near the Gilberts 319 
linearly interpolates between the first data point east of the Gilbert Islands and the data point at 320 
the longitude where zonal wind stress equals zero (155°E). A similar method is applied to the 321 
Galápagos Islands. It is assumed that the islands are responsible for the integral differences 322 
between the linear interpolations and the measurements, indicated by the light green shaded 323 
regions. The Chl anomaly due to the Gilberts is distinguishable 5–10° longitude or 500–1,110 324 
km westward). 325 
 326 
Figure 2: Sea surface temperature near the Gilbert Islands. Mean annual SST centered on 327 
the Gilbert Islands (4°S–4°N x 166°E–180°W) from three observational data sets6,21,22 and one 328 
representative CMIP3/IPCC AR4–class global climate model23. Spatial resolution (longitude × 329 
latitude) is indicated in the upper–right corner of each panel. Each panel includes a dashed line 330 
connecting the 9 major Gilbert Islands (Δy > 18 km) and a solid horizontal line marking the 331 
equator. The two boxes shown in (B) indicate locations used in the calculation of observed trends 332 
between 1982–2010. In (A)–(C), mean annual SST was computed over the period 2000–2007 for 333 
consistency with the Terra MODIS mission (A). In (D), mean annual SST was computed from 334 
the first 8 years of the SRES–A1B/run1 output of the GFDL CM2.1 model. Color scales vary 335 
between panels due to biases; SST values in (A) span ~28.6°C–29.7°C. 336 
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 337 
Figure 3: Global climate model projections. Changes at 174°E, 0°N in SST (A), the westward 338 
surface current (B), and the eastward undercurrent (C) throughout the A2 simulations by 18 339 
CMIP3/IPCC AR4–class global climate models4. In (A), ΔSST is expressed as the absolute 340 
departure from the 2000s decade mean, while in (B) and (C), changes in ocean currents are 341 
expressed as the percent change relative to each model’s own 2000s decade mean. In each panel, 342 
the heavy black line (error bars) represents the multi–model mean (interquartile range). 343 
 344 
Figure 4: An eddy–resolving regional model simulation. Power spectra (top row) and annual 345 
cycle fit to the raw time series (middle row) of the strength of the equatorial undercurrent at 346 
174°E, 0°N (EUC; left column) and the cross–island SST difference (δSST; right column) 347 
simulated by a regional ocean model with 8–km resolution8. 99% confidence limits, shown as 348 
dashed lines in the top row, are based on 106 randomly generated time series, each having the 349 
same lag–1 autocorrelation as the original time series. The mean is removed from each time 350 
series in the middle row. The bottom panel directly compares the annual cycles from the middle 351 
row after scaling by the standard deviation; δSST lags the EUC by 1–2 months. 352 
 353 
Figure 5: Projected changes in local SST at the Gilbert Islands. Projected changes in (A) SST 354 
west relative to east of the Gilbert Islands (or, equivalently, the projection of the cross–island 355 
δSST) and (B) percent mitigation of SST change west relative to east of the Gilbert Islands based 356 
on the linear inverse model described in the text. Gray error bars in (A) indicate the interquartile 357 
range of 18 models. Blue (red) lines indicate the sensitivity of the predictions to increasing 358 
(decreasing) one (solid) or both (dashed) of the model parameters m and δT by 25%. The dark 359 
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green, light green, and yellow error bars on the left side of (A) indicate the magnitude of SST 360 
variations at 174°W, 0°N associated with ENSO, decadal variability, and subseasonal ocean 361 
noise, respectively. The green error bars extend ±1 standard deviation of detrended 7–year high–362 
pass filtered SST anomalies for ENSO and 10–year low–pass filtered SST anomalies for decadal 363 
variability from observations spanning 1900–201130, and the yellow error bar extends ±1 364 
standard deviation of simulated SST anomalies from the high–resolution ocean model simulation 365 
forced with climatological boundary conditions. 366 
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